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E O T E E The details are not the details. They make the design. 
– Charles Eames
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 HOTEL F  SSURE
LUXURY HOTEL DESIGN | EXPERIENTIAL DESIGN

BRIEF CONCEPT
Awe, humility, innovation, colour, and careful curation inform the 
experiential desgin of Hotel FISSURE and its getaway pod cluster in the 
mountain. Hotel FISSURE is a boutique hotel situated on Searle Street, 
Woodstock. It explores the incongruousnatire of the human condition. Our 
relationship with the natural world is interrogated through the interior 
architecture and materiality of the spaces which bring the guest to confront 
this discordant state of being. Through contrasting material finishes and 
origins, and intentionally awkward and, at times, di icult spaces, the guest 
is emersed in a spacially and tactily stimulating environment. It is designed, 
ultimately, to inspire thought and interrogation of self – to make us 
conscious of our relationship with the world around us and our influence 
upon it. 

The brief requires a luxury hotel experience set in two locations. The boutique 
hotel on Searle street in Woodstock, Cape Town, as well as four luxury 
all-inclusive “pods” at a separate location. This can be anywhere within a four 
hour drive of the main hotel. The idea is to give guests a 360 degree 
hospitality indulgence. They get the personalities of both a gritty, energetic 
inner-city neighbourhood, and the tranquility and spaciousness of a 
removed, private space, a bit more embedded in nature. Crucial to a guest’s 
stay is the experience. Experiential design is the main attraction here. Guests 
must depart from their holiday with stories to tell. The physical design should 
engage all the senses - design for experiences. 



HOTEL STRUCTURAL LAYOUT PLAN
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HOTEL RECEPTION

RECEPTION DESK

ased on HUDSON by 
U  based artists 

Fredrikson Stallard
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The decommissioned tin mine in redehoek, Cape Town 
sits beneath Devil’s Peak on the Table ountain range – 
one of the oldest mountain formations in the world. The 
quarry is the site of our four luxury pods which will o er 
guests an all-inclusive and catered for experience never 
to be forgotten. Uninterrupted views of the surrounding 
mountain range inspire awe as Nature’s ma esty is 
contemplated. The depths of the quarry – contrarily, the 
height of its walls – bring a sense of wonder at the 
intervention and destruction of man’s endeavours. 

The quarry is dug into malemesbury shale. It was in this 
rock that cassiterite tin-ore  was found, which appears in 
hori ontal veins of white quart  crystals within the shale. 

EDROO KITCHEN LI IN LOUN E



APARTMENT G
KSA KITCHEN DESIGN COMPETITION ENTRY

BRIEF CONCEPT
This kitchen is designed in a modern contemporary style that has a sleek 
and sophisticated look, while still maintaining the character and quirk of 
the clients. The stainless steel finishes give the kitchen a trendy feel. Paired 
with the warmer bronze and brass metallic tones the space makes for a 
timeless living and dining setting. 

Conceptually, the design provides a blank canvas for the clients to make Conceptually, the design provides a blank canvas for the clients to make 
their own over time. It is functional and uncluttered but compliments the 
rest of the space beautifully. Allowing inspiration and personalisation to 
grow. 

The brief indicates that the clients, a lawyer and a manager of a trendy 
restaurant, want to give their top floor apartment a kitchen that speaks to 
their personal and entertainment needs, as well as their cultured style. They 
would like a kitchen designed to be sleek and high-tech, on a limited budget. 
They want their space to feel high-end. 
The apartment is located in a vibrant part of the city with a lively night life, 
cafe culture, galleries and theatres. 



FLOOR PLAN | KITCHEN
NTS
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HOMESPUN
LUXURY TREE HOUSE 

BRIEF CONCEPT
This luxury tree house brief called for the design of a unique tree house-like 
structure aligned with biophilic design principles that would o er guests an 
all-inclusive space of lush tranquility. Life during a pandemic proved to be 
restrictive, so this space should be one in which freedom comes from 
reconnecting the mind, body and soul. Where our connection to nature can 
become a focus, even if just for a moment. The location of the tree houses, 
together forming a luxury resort, must reflect this essence of freedom and 
calm. At the same time it should reignite a passion for nature. calm. At the same time it should reignite a passion for nature. 

HOME SPUN is your cocoon of re-energising seclusion. Fittingly, the pod 
structures are spun by the silk worms among whom you reside here, in the 
Xishuangbanna rainsforest of southern China. This treehouse embodies 
human’s collaboration with nature and is aligned with the natural 
processes of the surrounding environments. The robotically woven, 
biologically spun silk strands form the shell of your space in which you find 
that the multitudinous entanglement and detached threads of modern life 
come to form a cohesive refuge. come to form a cohesive refuge. 



Exterior shell of pod
A water-based biocomposite made with 
technology developed by the Mediated 
Matter roup.
A robotic fabrication platform is A robotic fabrication platform is 
engineered to convert cellulose, chitosan, 
pectin, and other abundant biopolymers, 
into high-performance sustainable 
hydrogels that can be  printed into 
objects for application at any scale. The 
material is engineered to be adaptive and 
to respond to its environment. 
Sourced from organic matter, printed by 

robots, and self-assembled by water.

Interior silk screens
Spider silk woven screens and nets made 
with technology developed by the 
Mediated Matter roup.

y influencing silkworms to spin in sheets y influencing silkworms to spin in sheets 
instead of cocoons, this process of silk 
production is a cruelty-free and 
sustainable method of harvesting. 
Silkworms and humans as co-designers 
can collaborate to construct 
architectural-scale structures. 

Organic-form custom furniture
Pieces made from Ecothylene, a form of 
recycled polycarbonate with a 
terra o-like look.

F OOR P N
NTS

Cocoon-like lamp shades fill the 
ceiling and further soften the 
space. The lamp shades are made 
out of naturally spun silk. 
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CO.CREATE
CO WORKING OFFICE SPACE

BRIEF
Co.Create requires an o ice design that is energised, daring and playful. A 
members only environmnet for like-minded creative professionals –  
architects, interior, graphic, textile, and product designers alike. The design 
must consider the needs of “o ices of the future” and o ice spaces in a 
“post-pandemic” world. The 10th floor space is located in a new development 
in the Cape Town CBD. The existing floor finish is polished concrete; the 
existing wall finish is plastered and painted white; the existing ceiling consists 
ofof exposed AC ducting and services with suspended track lighting. The client 
requests that the designer incorporates one of thier own surface designs 
somewhere in the space. 

CONCEPT
Co.Create is a space for collaboration and creative design. It is a space where 
members feel that thier dynamic and varied work flow needs are thoughtfully 
met. As such, the key fators of this design are play and practicality. These 
seemingly opposing ideas interact joyfully and successfully in this design. 
The flow of the physical space is complimented by organic forms and 
rounded corners. Play is addressed through the clever use of colour, and 
indeed, the play on complimentary hues in both bright and muted tones. 
MaMaterials such as rubber flooring and components, felt clad surfaces, and 
perforated wood panels serve to vary texture throguhout the space as well as 
provide sound bu ers and noise control. 
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FRANKIE’S DINER
MEMPHIS INSPIRED DINER

BRIEF CONCEPT
Frankie’s diner transports you to a mystical, busy and bustling world of visual and 
tactile excitement. The space is completely inspired by design from the daring 
and ever exciting Memphis movement of the ‘80s. Particular inpiration is taken 
from designers Ettore Sottsass, Martine Bedin, and Peter Shire.   
As you dine, so do your senses feast on bold colour combinations, eccentric 
pattern play, and tantalizing texture use. 

Redesign the traditional “1950s old school American-style diner” into a trendy 
Memphis-meets-retro interior that celebraets only delightfully bold, fun, and 
edgy design.
The interior design must include a bar and a variety of seating configurations.  
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EXPOSED
pendant light design

WE BRING THE SAUCE
condiments server

CONFIGURE
candle holder

EXPLODEDEXPLODED
stool upcycle

textile design



xposed ta es its inspiration rom the live 
ca le that gives it oth orm and light   igure 
appears  t is are and stripped  he vi rant 
red a ric covered ca le inds around the 
light source  raced y the rassy rac ets  t 
orms a shallo  dish in hich the light pools  
he light shines armly onto its surroundings  

xposed loo s good hanging lo er than your xposed loo s good hanging lo er than your 
typical pendant lamp  he ma es a cosy 
companion or your avourite deep reading 
chair or your ed side  his light dra s you 
into a space  t spea s to eightlessness as it 
hovers in space  the ca le disappearing into 
the ceiling  

he rie  speci ied a pendant light design that 
cele rates the ca le i e  the ca le is not ust 
the hanging mechanism  ut a ey eature to 
the conceptual design  
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    sho ing EXPOSED   he 
light can e made using di erent ca le colours to suit any 
style and interior  he light can e assem led as a system 
o  t o or more in various ays



he ando s ot oung esigner competition 
 as ed entrants to design a condiments 

server to display the rand s iconic eri eri 
sauces  he unit must e vi rant yet unctional 
 the sauces must e visi le and accessi le to 

customers  n true ando s style the server 
should also e a conversation piece  erve us 
a servera server

i rant  uir y  un  old  right  and 
sho stopper  

his saucy server is not apologising since it 
rings you everything you need to spice up 

your meal  
n true ando s spirit  this server ma es an 

impression and stands its ground  
t rings the hot energy  t rings you the t rings the hot energy  t rings you the 

sauce  



   



he rie  re uired the design o  a candle holder 
ith on trend ualities that ould e it or the 

retail mar et  

he constraints  minimum height mm  
maximum height mm  must hold a pillar 
candle ith mm or mm diameter and 

mm height  

 is an interactive o ect  his  is an interactive o ect  his 
candle holder can e put together in several 
di erent con igurations  giving it uni ue appeal  
t reveals a contrast in rigidity o  orm and a 

capacity or change and movement  

ndividually or as one  the our components  ndividually or as one  the our components  
hard  rigid orms so ten under the arm glo  o  
candle light  ver time   
experiences the ear and tear o  vi rant dinner 
parties  calm  uiet nights  and curious 
admirers  he molten ax drips do n the 
smooth roc  sur aces  it collects in small 
ractures and crevices accrued along the ay  

his is to say that this candle holder em races 
the changes that use and time a ord  
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SURYLGHV� \RX� ZLWK� WKH� RSSRUWXQLW\� WR�
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he textile or sur ace design must measure 

mmx mm and it must e a le to repeat 
seamlessly  

o designs ere explored  artan eave and 
tutti ruity  

he tutti ruity design ta es a lac  line dra ing o  the cross section o  a 
s eet pepper and places it on top o  a close up stylised interpretaion o  the 
pith o  the s eet pepper  

he tartan eave is naturally inspired y traditional cottish tartan design  t 
is intended to add timeless style to any a ric  piece o  clothi g or other 
sur ace  t can easily e modi ied to satus y speci ic colour pre erences  

 
  

 





WE WEAVE
CAPE LOOMS MURAL 

BRIEF CONCEPT
Justin van Breda’s Cape Looms held a competition to create a mural for their 
first workspace. The brief requires that the mural represent the ethos, fibers, 
and community of the new company. It must be at once modern and also hint 
at their history and brand associations. It will hang in the workshop above the 
biggest loom which is 6.5m wide. The mural will need to be 3m tall and 11.6m 
wide





ELLERMAN HOUSE
PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP

BRIEF
Take three photos at the location, Ellerman House Hotel, Bantry Bay. 

One photograph of each of the following subjects: 

1. Interior 
2. Exterior
3. Detail
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WORKING DRAWING PACKAGE
TECHNICAL DRAWINGS

BRIEF
Compile a detailed working drawing package for the client’s new o ice 
space consisting of the following drawings:

Demolition plan
New build work plan
Window and door schedule
Floor finishes layout
Data and electrical layout
Lighting layoutLighting layout
Finishing schedule



















   




